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Round 11

At the end of the Tuesday the rankings of the frst part of the tournament are 
decided. In both groups the top-6 advances to Intermediate Final-A, while the 
other 6 teams will go to Intermediate Final-B. Afer the Wednesday 7 teams 
from I-Final-A will go through to the quarter fnals where they will be joined by 
the winner of I-Final-B. 

The teams carry forward the VP results against the fve other teams that came 
from their group to the Intermediate-A or -B. On Wednesday they will play the 6
teams that came from the other qualifying group. 

Before the fnal round of today the rankings were: 

Diamonds Group: 

Germany would meet Czech Republic, while Netherlands Red plays against 
Israel White (on BBO and in this report). A big win for either Japan or England 
White would give them an outside chance to reach the top six. They too met in 
this round. 

Netherlands White, Singapore and Sweden seem to be through. 

In the other group England Red held a solid lead, with Poland and Belgium safe. 
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Hearts Group:

Austria would meet Greece. Israel Blue against Netherlands Blue. So a big win 
would give the Dutch hope. Netherlands Orange could help their countrymen 
(boys and girl actually; the U20s) by  beatng Latvia. China - Denmark was also 
one of the matches. 

In this report we follow the BBO match Israel White vs. Netherlands Red. 
Ilai Baniri – Nir Khutorsky for Israel played against Kevin Gotnk – Wisse Huvers. 
At the other table Aviv Zaitek – Tomer Loonstein would play Adriaan Lucassen – 
Joost Coenen. To pass the Dutch in the rankings Israel needed to win by more 
than 15 IMPs (that would be 14.8 – 5.2 VP and a te in the rankings) 
Israel White got of to a great start. 
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Lucassen and Coenen had a standard Smolen sequence to 4 , with south ♠
showing a game-forcing hand with 5 -4 . With everything friendly declarer had♠ ♥
12 tricks, NS +680. 

More acton at the other table:

West North East South
Huvers Baniri Gotink Khutorsky
- 1NT, 14-16 Pass 2♣
DBL RDBL 2♥ DBL
ap. 

Huvers doubled 2  and Baniri redoubled to show good clubs. Gotnk thought it ♣
wise to run, but Khutorsky doubled. The defense started with 2 rounds of 
trumps and declarer could only manage three tricks. 2  doubled down fve was ♥
+1100 for NS and 9 IMPs to Israel White. 

On the next board the Dutch let through 1NT, for 4 IMPs more. And three 
partscore hands followed, with 1 IMP for Israel, now 14-0.

Then a small looking board generated a rather big swing. Coenen was lef to 
play in 3 . The diamond lead went to the King and Ace and declarer started on ♥
trumps by playing the Ace and Jack. Loonstein won his King and played a 
diamond. The Queen was rufed by Zaitek who played the King of spades next. 
Declarer won, but erred now by conceding his diamond, while he could have 
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goten rid of it on a spade or club if he tried. 3  was now one of, NS -100. ♥

West North East South
Huvers Baniri Gotink Khutorsky
- - Pass 1♥
1♠ Pass 2♠ 3♥
3♠ ap.

The bidding started in the same way, but Huvers bid one more spade. A bit 
dangerous with xxx in hearts. North led a heart and South switched to the Jack 
of clubs. Huvers took his Ace and played the King of spades, now heading for 
many undertricks. South took the Ace and played two rounds of hearts. North 
rufed this high and cashed his King of clubs. When he then exited with his last 
spade the damage was only 200 as south didn’t get his club ruf. Stll 7 IMPs to 
Israel White, overtaking Netherlands Red in the rankings. 

The Dutch took 3 IMPs back for making 3  against 3  down one, but Israel ♠ ♥
gained 1 for 3  making against 4  down one. 22-3, when board 29 hit the table.♠ ♥

When Coenen treated his hand as a 15-17 balanced and opened 1NT Lucassen 
had a normal push to game, showing 5 -4  on the way. That fted nicely for ♠ ♥
South, so game was reached. Zaitek started with two top hearts, the second one
rufed by South. Coenen now played three rounds of diamonds and could claim 
eleven tricks when both diamonds and spades behaved. 
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West North East South
Huvers Baniri Gotink Khutorsky
- Pass Pass 1♦
Pass 1♠ Pass 2♣
Pass 2♦ ap.
Khutorsky opened 1  and Baniri had a heavy but normal preference to 2  ♦ ♦
over 2 . Khutorsky now might have bid 2  showing extras and this shape, ♣ ♠
but he downgraded his singleton Queen of hearts and elected to pass. 2  +2 ♦
was worth +130, but 11 IMPs went to the Dutch, trailing by just 14 – 22 now, 
probably enough to qualify for the top-6 for them. 

The fnal board was very excitng so Israel stll had a chance to fght back.  

Coenen made the very light overcall, which could have worked out 
wonderfully by keeping east-west out of their spade game. In a way he 
succeeded, because the Israelians landed in 3 . But Lucassen had a good ♦
hand too and believed the board would play very bad for east-west. So he 
doubled that contract, hoping for some spade rufs and a few quick tricks. If 
Coenen had led a small spade 3  would likely fail, but when he elected a ♦
small trump declarer was home as he could draw trumps and develop his 
spades. NS -470. 

West North East South
Huvers Baniri Gotink Khutorsky
- - 1♦ 1♠
Pass 2♥ Pass Pass
DBL ap. 
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The bidding started in the same way when Khutorsky also overcalled 1 . ♠
Baniri did however not redouble 2  and Gotnk elected to defend opposite a ♥
penalty pass of 1  with some values. 2  could also have been defeated with  ♠ ♥
a club or diamond lead, but here too the trump lead let the contract through.
Declarer could win in dummy to cash the Ace of spades to get rid of a loser. 
With the power of his spot cards declarer could next set up a club trick. He 
lost three clubs, a diamond and a heart. 2  doubled just made. That was ♥
another 470. Added up it meant 14 IMPs to Israel White.

The fnal result of the match was 36 – 14 IMPs, convertng to 16.39 – 3.61 VP.
That was enough for Israel White to overtake Netherlands Red and reach the 
Intermediate Final-A. Netherlands Red dropped to 7th place, going to the 
Intermediate Final-B. 

The fnal rankings (top-6 to Intermediate Final-A; botom-6 to Intermediate 
Final-B)

Diamonds Group
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Hearts Group

♣♦♥♠
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